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THE BUNNY IS ON THE LOOSE

Use Code OSTERN15 during checkout

and get 15% off

through 16 April 2024

*except Tripods and Focus Stacking Accessories




















NOVOFLEX CASTEL-M

Focus Stacking redefined




See the rail in more detail here

























NOVOFLEX Auto Reversing Ring-FUG-RETRO

Enter the macro realm with your Fujifilm GFX




This way to FUG-RETRO

























NOVOFLEX MagicStudio-MACRO-REPRO

The modular and compact Macro-Repro-Solution




This way to discover MS-MACRO-REPRO

























A Revolution in Ball head design

"MB FREE 50"




This way to meet the MagicBall-family

















The new NOVOFLEX TrioPod-M

"The missing link"




Find the new TrioPod-M here

















NOVOFLEX Automatic Reverse Lens Adapters

New for Canon EOS R, Fuji X, L-Mount and Nikon Z




Explore all NOVOFLEX Reverse Lens Adapters here

























NOVOFLEX BasicPod

The TrioPod loses weight




This way to the BasicPod

























NOVOFLEX CASTEL-MICRO

A new definition of Focus stacking




Go to the CASTEL-MICRO

























NOVOFLEX TrioPod

The most flexible tripod system in the world




Go to the TrioPod Products

























NOVOFLEX QuadroPod

The Camera Support System of the Fourth Dimension




Go to the QuadroPod Products

























NOVOFLEX Panorama

Panorama Photography in all its Facets




Go to the Panorama Products

























NOVOFLEX Macro Photography

Small things turned big, Macro Photography with NOVOFLEX




Go to the Macro Photography Products
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Find the right 
Lens-Adapter with our
Adapterfinder.




Go to the Adapterfinder









NOVOFLEX Stepping motor-controlled Focusing Rail
Elevate your stacking photography to a whole new level!





See it here





The NOVOFLEX MagicBall has 
revolutionized the world of 
tripod heads with its unusual 
design.




See the product
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QuadroPod

The Tripod-System 
of the Fourth Dimension















TrioPod

The most flexible 
Tripod in the World















TrioPod-M

The most 
flexible medium Tripod in the World















TrioPod PRO75

The most flexible 
professional Tripod in the World















Ball Heads

Professional 
Ball Heads















QR-Units

Quick Solution, 
Stable Connection















Mini Tripods

A Halfball becomes

a Tripod and More















Chest and Shoulder Support

Stepless adjustment
to any Body Size















Photo-Survival-Kit

Multifunctional and
Compact Mini Tripod Set















Support for Spotting Scopes

Stabilize your Camera and Spotting Scope 


























Lens Adapters

Adapters for 
Third Party Lenses















Adapter Collar Mounts

Adapter Collar for Lens Adapters















Adapters

Adapters for 
Follow Focus Lenses















Extension Tube Set

Adapter and Extension Tube

for compatible Leica-M cameras


























VR-System Mini

Tiny and Fast















VR-System III

The Classic















VR-System Slim

The Compact One















VR-System Pro II

The Allrounder















VR-System 6/8

The Specialist















VR-System SLANT

The Rapid One


























Balgengeräte

The variable "Extension Tube"















Focusing Racks

Indispensable Tools
for precise Focusing















Cross Focusing Racks

"The" Tools for precise
Focusing in 2 Axes

 















Stepping Motor Driven Focusing Rack

The tool for extreme

Focus Stacking















Reverse Adapters

For Canon EOS and EOS-R, Fujifilm GFX and X, L-Mount, 
MFT, Nikon Z and Sony E-Mount















Flash Holding Systems

Flash positioning made easy


























MagicStudio

Professional "Mini" Studio















MagicStudio Accessories

Camera support, MS-Table
and more


























Bean Bag

Ideal working platform for
all Macro applications















Neoprene Wraps

"Wrap" your valuable Photo equipment















Check Cards

Perfect exposure measurement.
Perfect white balance.















Multi-Tool

stable, high quality and
universal mini-tool















Rod Set

The "Third hand" from NOVOFLEX


























Kits

The PATRON photo umbrella in all

of its facets















The Umbrella

Flexible, mobile in almost every situation 















Accessories

Reflectors, Tripod adapter and more









































NOVOFLEX

NOVOFLEX – The Innovation Company

We are pleased to provide you with an abundance of information and suggestions for an overview of a photo accessories program that is certainly unique in its kind.

Virtually all products are developed by our photo-practitioners and designers and produced in our production facility in Memmingen, Bavaria.

We hope you enjoy the virtual journey through the world of   NOVOFLEX.

Company Information






Products

Whether as an enthusiastic hobby user or professional photographer, the high demands on the accessories used are always the focus of our interest.

	Tripod accessories
	Lens Adapters
	Panorama photography
	Macro photography
	MagicStudio mini studio
	Photo umbrella PATRON







Adapterfinder

With our Adapterfinder the selection of the right adapter is a child's play.











Service & Support

NOVOFLEX believes that a product which does a good and reliable job without any complaints throughout a long photographer’s life is the best service for our customers.

So this has been the matter of course of our products for over more than 60 years.

And for all the ‘slight pains’ and ‘wounds’ which may occur by accident, you will always find a willing listener who tries to find a customer orientated quick solution even beyond the legal mandatory guarantee time.

Via the central email address mail@novoflex.com you’ll get extensive help, many informative tips and useful advices for your NOVOFLEX products anytime.














© Copyright 2024. NOVOFLEX Präzisionstechnik GmbH. Alle Rechte.	
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This website uses cookies to enable certain functions and to improve our offer.
        


Deny all
Privacy settings
Accept all



Essential



Contao HTTPS CSRF Token
Protects against cross-site request forgery attacks.
                                                                            
Retention period: This cookie will only remain for the current browser session.







PHP SESSION ID
Saves the current PHP session.
                                                                            
Retention period: This cookie will only remain for the current browser session.











Anonymized statistics

Tools that collect anonymous data on website usage and functionality. We use the knowledge to improve our products, services and the user experience.
                                                            

Google Analytics

Provider: Google Ireland Ltd., Gordon House, Barrow Street, Dublin 4, Ireland, Fax: +353 (1) 436 1001

Retention period: You can find out more about how long cookies are stored here: https://policies.google.com/privacy.

Technical name: _ga,_gat_gtag_UA_86878509_1,_gid




Show more details
Hide more details


The protection of your data is important to us and we only love cookies in the conference room. However, we would like to use anonymized data to optimize our site and its content for you. To achieve this we use the web analysis service Google Analytics. Data will not be passed on to third parties. We would be delighted if you would allow this and support us with it.
                                        









Integration of streaming content

Certain website functionalities are used to display and play content (e.g. videos) published on other websites / platforms (e.g. YouTube, Vimeo) on the site.
                                                            

Youtube Video
The video is only loaded after clicking the play button and only sends data to Google after the opt-in.
                                                                            
Provider: Google Ireland Ltd., Gordon House, Barrow Street, Dublin 4, Ireland, Fax: +353 (1) 436 1001

Technical name: youtubeiframe




Show more details
Hide more details


The video is only loaded after clicking the play button and only sends data to Google after the opt-in. Integrated YouTube players on this website stream content from either "YouTube.de" or "YouTube.com" and can be played after opt-in only. When using the streaming function, information that is stored on users' end devices is also processed. With the data processing, we pursue the purpose of using visual content ("videos") published on "YouTube.com" on this website. The videos are integrated in the "extended data protection mode", i.e. no user data is transmitted to "YouTube" if no videos are played. While videos are being played on our website, “YouTube” receives the information that the relevant subpage has been accessed. In addition, access data, in particular the IP address, browser information, the previously visited page and the date and time of the server request are transmitted to "Google". This happens regardless of whether "YouTube" provides a user account through which users are logged in, or whether there is no user account. If users are logged into "Google", the user data is assigned directly to the respective account. "YouTube" saves the data as a user profile and processes it independently of the existence of a user account with "Google" for statistical analysis and advertising purposes. Further information on data protection at "YouTube" can be found in the provider's data protection declaration at: https://www.google.de/intl/de/policies/privacy/ Third country transfer: Google processes your data in the USA and has submitted to the EU_US Privacy Shield https://www.privacyshield.gov/EU-US-Framework. Provision required or required: The provision of your personal data is voluntary, based solely on your consent. If you prevent access, this can lead to functional restrictions on the website.
                                        





Vimeo Video
The video is only loaded after clicking the play button and only sends data to Vimeo after the opt-in.
                                                                            
Provider: Vimeo LLC, 555 West 18th Street, New York, New York 10011, USA

Technical name: vimeoiframe




Show more details
Hide more details


Vimeo Privacy Policy

	Vimeo data protection declaration summary
👥 Affected parties: Visitors to the website
🤝 Purpose: Optimization of our service
📓 Processed data: Data such as contact data, user behavior data, information about your device and your IP address can be stored.
More details can be found below in this data protection declaration.
📅 Duration of storage: Data is generally stored as long as it is necessary for the purpose of the service
⚖️ Legal basis: Article 6 (1) (a) GDPR (consent), Article 6 (1) (f) GDPR (legitimate interests)


What is Vimeo?

We also use videos from Vimeo on our website. The video portal is operated by Vimeo LLC, 555 West 18th Street, New York, New York 10011, USA. With the help of a plug-in, we can show you interesting video material directly on our website. Certain data can be transferred from you to Vimeo. In this data protection declaration, we will show you what data is involved, why we use Vimeo and how you can manage or prevent your data or data transmission.

Vimeo is a video platform that was founded in 2004 and has been providing HD quality video streaming since 2007. Since 2015 it has also been possible to stream in 4k Ultra HD. The portal can be used free of charge, but paid content can also be published. Compared to the market leader YouTube, Vimeo prioritises high-quality content. On the one hand, the portal offers a lot of artistic content such as music videos and short films, but on the other hand, it also contains interesting documentation on a wide variety of topics.

Why do we use Vimeo on our website?

The aim of our website is to provide you with the best possible content. And as easily accessible as possible. Only when we have managed that are we satisfied with our service. The video service Vimeo helps us to achieve this goal. Vimeo offers us the opportunity to present you with high-quality content directly on our website. Instead of just giving you a link to an interesting video, you can watch the video right away with us. This expands our service and makes it easier for you to access interesting content. In addition to our texts and images, we also offer video content.

What data is stored on Vimeo?

When you visit a page on our website that has an embedded Vimeo video, your browser connects to the Vimeo servers. This results in a data transfer. This data is collected, stored and processed on the Vimeo servers. Regardless of whether you have a Vimeo account or not, Vimeo collects data about you. This includes your IP address, technical information about your browser type, your operating system or very basic device information. Furthermore, Vimeo stores information about which website you use the Vimeo service and what actions (web activities) you perform on our website. These web activities include, for example, session duration, bounce rate or which button you clicked on our website with the built-in Vimeo function.

If you are logged in to Vimeo as a registered member, more data can usually be collected because more cookies may have already been set in your browser. In addition, your actions on our website are linked directly to your Vimeo account. To prevent this, you must log out of Vimeo while "surfing" on our website.

Below we show you cookies that are set by Vimeo when you are on a website with an integrated Vimeo function. This list is not exhaustive and assumes you do not have a Vimeo account.

Name:  player
Value:  “”
Purpose: This cookie saves your settings before playing an embedded Vimeo video. This will bring you back to your preferred settings the next time you watch a Vimeo video.
Expiry date:  after one year

Name : vuid
Value:  pl1046149876.614422590312024932-4 Purpose
:  This cookie collects information about your actions on websites that have embedded a Vimeo video.
Expiry date:  after 2 years

Note: These two cookies are always set when you are on a website with an embedded Vimeo video. If you watch the video and click on the button, for example to “share” or “like” the video, further cookies will be set. These are also third-party cookies such as _ga or _gat_UA-76641-8 from Google Analytics or _fbp from Facebook. Exactly which cookies are set here depends on your interaction with the video.

The following list shows an excerpt of possible cookies that are set when you interact with the Vimeo video:

Name: _abexps
Value: %5B%5D Purpose
:  This Vimeo cookie helps Vimeo to remember the settings you have made. This can be, for example, a preset language, a region or a user name. In general, the cookie stores data about how you use Vimeo.
Expiry date: after one year

Name: continuous_play_v3
Value: 1
Purpose:  This cookie is a first-party cookie from Vimeo. The cookie collects information on how you use the Vimeo service. For example, the cookie saves when you pause and play a video again.
Expiry date: after one year

Name: _ga
Value: GA1.2.1522249635.1578401280312024932-7 Purpose
:  This cookie is a third-party cookie from Google. By default, analytics.js uses the _ga cookie to store the user ID. Basically, it serves to differentiate between website visitors.
Expiry date: after 2 years

Name: _gcl_au
Value: 1.1.770887836.1578401279312024932-3 Purpose
: This third-party Google AdSense cookie is used to improve the effectiveness of advertisements on websites.
Expiry date:  after 3 months

Name: _fbp
Value: fb.1.1578401280585.310434968 Purpose
: This is a Facebook cookie. This cookie is used to display advertisements or advertising products from Facebook or other advertisers.
Expiry date:  after 3 months

Vimeo uses this data, among other things, to improve its own service, to communicate with you and to set its own targeted advertising measures. Vimeo emphasizes on its website that only first-party cookies (i.e. cookies from Vimeo itself) are used for embedded videos as long as you do not interact with the video.

How long and where is the data stored?

Vimeo is headquartered in White Plains, New York State (USA). However, the services are offered worldwide. The company uses computer systems, databases and servers in the USA and also in other countries. Your data can therefore also be stored and processed on servers in America. The data remains stored at Vimeo until the company no longer has any economic reason for storing it. Then the data will be deleted or made anonymous.

How can I delete my data or prevent data storage?

You always have the possibility to manage cookies in your browser according to your wishes. For example, if you do not want Vimeo to set cookies and thus collect information about you, you can delete or disable cookies at any time in your browser settings. This works a bit differently depending on the browser. Please note that after deactivating/deleting cookies, various functions may no longer be fully available. Under the "Cookies" section you will find the relevant links to the relevant instructions for the most popular browsers.

If you are a registered Vimeo member, you can also manage the cookies used in the Vimeo settings.

legal basis

If you have agreed that your data can be processed and stored by integrated Vimeo elements, this consent is the legal basis for data processing (Article 6 (1) (a) GDPR) . In principle, your data will also be processed on the basis of our legitimate interest (Art. 6 Para. 1 lit. f GDPR)stored and processed in a fast and good communication with you or other customers and business partners. However, we only use the integrated Vimeo elements if you have given your consent. Vimeo also sets cookies in your browser to save data. We therefore recommend that you read our privacy statement on cookies carefully and consult the privacy statement or cookie policy of the relevant service provider.

Vimeo also processes your data in the USA, among other places. We would like to point out that, according to the European Court of Justice, there is currently no adequate level of protection for data transfer to the USA. This can be associated with various risks for the legality and security of data processing.

Vimeo uses so-called standard contractual clauses (= Art. 46 Para. 2 and 3 GDPR) as the basis for data processing by recipients based in third countries (outside the European Union, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, i.e. in particular in the USA) or data transfer there. Standard Contractual Clauses (SCC) are templates provided by the EU Commission and are intended to ensure that your data also comply with European data protection standards if they are transferred to third countries (such as the USA) and stored there. Through these clauses, Vimeo undertakes to comply with European data protection standards when processing your relevant data, even if the data is stored, processed and managed in the USA. These clauses are based on an implementation decision of the EU Commission. You can find the decision and the relevant Standard Contractual Clauses here, among others:https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/dec_impl/2021/914/oj?locale=de

You can find more information about the standard contractual clauses at Vimeo at https://vimeo.com/privacy#international_data_transfers_and_certain_user_rights .

You can find out more about the use of cookies on Vimeo at https://vimeo.com/cookie_policy , and information on data protection at Vimeo can be found at  https://vimeo.com/privacy  .

All texts are copyrighted.

Source: Created with AdSimple 's data protection generator
                                        









Comfort



Google Maps

Provider: Google Ireland Ltd., Gordon House, Barrow Street, Dublin 4, Ireland, Fax: +353 (1) 436 1001

Retention period: You can find out more about how long cookies are stored here: https://policies.google.com/privacy.

Technical name: googlemaps









Save selection





You can accept optional cookies or reject them by clicking on the “Deny all cookies” button, call up these settings at any time and deselect cookies at any time (in the data protection declaration and in the footer of our website). You can find more information in our data protection declaration.
                            Imprint
Privacy Policy







